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When investing in a new ERP system, there’s nothing more valuable than knowledge. Custom 
IT Solutions (CIT) offers Infor XA, IBM i, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), and business and 
manufacturing consulting backed by specialized expertise to guide decisions and maximize ROI. 

We lead with listening and learning, leveraging collaboration and input from everyone involved on your 
side. Then, we survey the situation, identify problems, and make sound recommendations.

Fostering unmatched ERP knowledge and consulting expertise that covers:

Whether adopting a new system, migrating to the latest 
version of Infor XA, or looking for new ways to streamline 
business, our team provides deep technical guidance 
to ensure your ERP is working for you, maximizing IT 
investments and fulfilling functionality goals.

With expertise in IBM i’s core middleware components and 
adherence to the IBM i architecture, we ensure seamless 
integration of various tailored software solutions, catering 
to every aspect of our customers’ IBM i needs.

With over 30 years of EDI expertise, CIT can guide you 
through the process of onboarding new trading partners 
by performing a full gap analysis to determine which user 
exits would have to be developed as well as completing 
typical trading partner test case scenarios to get approved 
and in production in a timely manner.  

Enterprise Access (EAX) is our proprietary, customizable, 
online self-service portal that runs on IBM i and 
facilitates convenient access to real-time enterprise data 
for customers, sales reps, suppliers, and employees, 
ensuring constant control, communication, and a 
streamlined user experience.

As developers of the Infor XA Electronic Commerce (EC) 
module and the new Enterprise Electronic Commerce 
(EEC) module, which leverages the Infor Development 
Framework (IDF) and offers the same EDI capabilities, 
we have a deep understanding of its functionalities and 
provide comprehensive support. 

CIT boasts a five-decade legacy in improving information systems and empowering you to prioritize 
business and customers. We hone a shared and steady focus on your goals—specifically, how to 
accomplish them through forward-thinking IT solutions. To do so, we ensure a client-first approach 
in every aspect of our work.
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We work in Infor XA daily. We know it inside out and constantly evolve our offerings against 
its technological evolution. Whether seeking new ways to augment your existing ERP system, 
looking to build software or an online portal from the ground up, or anything in between, CIT 
stands ready to achieve business-technology alignment.

Real support goes beyond implementation.

From essential management and integration 
services to custom software development and 
solutions for streamlined shipping operations,  
we deliver what’s necessary for ultimate 
operational and bottom-line improvement.

EC to SPS Commerce Integration 

UCC Label Web Service

COS (COM Offline Shipping)

Release Management

EC/EEC customers can directly send and receive EDI documents to 
and from SPS Commerce, a leading cloud-based EDI provider for 
retailers. This eliminates the need to install translator software like 
Trusted Link/Open Text or Extol/Cleo on IBM i. As a result, you can 
implement EDI with new trading partners more efficiently.

If trading partners require GS1-128/UCC-128 labels, you can 
create labels using our web services to communicate shipment 
information. Once the containerization is complete via our easy-to-
use interface, a PDF is generated with the appropriate labels and 
unique serial number required on the Advanced Shipment Notice. 
The serial number is then integrated directly onto your Advanced 
Ship Notice (ASN) transaction satisfying the trading partner’s need 
for labeling on all shipment containers.

COS enables efficient container creation, packing, and shipment 
finalization. Transactions can be submitted via scanner software or 
other interfaces, updating the IBM i database.

Release Management handles planning schedule EDI transactions 
(830) and shipping schedule EDI transactions (862) from  
your trading partners, primarily in the automotive industry.  
It automatically adjusts customer orders to match partners’ 
planning and scheduling information, ensuring timely  
shipments and synchronized workflows.

More from CIT: Infor XA

Ready to get started? Scan below to get in touch with an ERP expert!
See IT Flourish™
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